In the paper, we address the problem of recognition of non-domain phrases in terminology lists obtained with an automatic term extraction tool. We focus on identification of multi-word phrases that are general terms and discourse function expressions. We tested several methods based on domain corpora comparison and a method based on contexts of phrases identified in a large corpus of general language. We compared the results of the methods to manual annotation. The results show that the task is quite hard as the inter-annotator agreement is low. Several tested methods achieved similar overall results, although the phrase ordering varied between methods. The most successful method with the precision about 0.75 at the half of the tested list was the context based method using a modified contextual diversity coefficient.
Introduction
Automatic term recognition (ATR) can be applied to achieve concept names which might be included in a domain ontology. However, lists of terms obtained in this way should be filtered to exclude terms belonging to different specialized domains which occurred within the text only by coincidence (e.g. citations); terms which are general, such as low level used in many different domains; and discourse markers like point of view. It is difficult to consider that phrases such as low level or left side are domain specific, but they play an important role in several domains, e.g. medicine or technology. Phrases like turning point or difficult question should be excluded from terminology lists. While identification of domain terms has been addressed by several researchers, the problem of general terms identification has not been studied greatly, although it poses a much harder task to cope with. We propose identifying such phrases and building a separate resource to be combined with other domain specific ontologies.
The filtering out-of-domain terms has been the subject of several studies. Most typical approaches are described in (Schäfer et al., 2015) , other attempts include (Navigli and Velardi, 2004) ) or (Lopes et al., 2016) . Discrimination of in-and out-of-domain terms was based on identifying terms occurring more frequently in the given domain related data than in other corpora. Most of these approaches looked for terms which are more salient in particular corpora than in others and work relatively well for selecting specialized terms. In this paper we focused our attention on terms which are nearly equally frequent in many corpora and thus are hard to classify either as domain specific or general. We decided to focus on multi-word terms as most of them are not present in general wordnet-type datasets. They are also easier to classify as either domain specific or general. Thus, the evaluation of the proposed methods is more reliable.
of one common terminology list, and creates a ranked list of these terms. It allows us to compare such a list with another list obtained using the same method from a different corpus. For common terms, the program indicates for which corpora they are more representative.
In our experiments, we used a standard built-in grammar for candidate selection. It applies a simple shallow grammar describing most typical Polish noun phrases, i.e. nouns, nouns modified with adjectives placed before or after a noun (it respects case, gender and number) and nominal phrases post-modified with nominal phrases in the genitive. The ordering is performed using the slightly modified C-value coefficient. This coefficient is computed on the basis of the number of times a phrase occurs within the text, its length, and the number of different contexts this phrase occurs within the text. The definition of the C-value coefficient is given in (1).
p is a phrase under consideration, LP is a set of phrases containing p, r(LP) is the number of different phrases in LP, l(p) = log 2 (length(p)).
In this paper, we focus on the further stage of processing the term list, i.e. its filtering, independently of the extraction method used to obtain it.
Domain corpora
In our work, we analyzed six different sets of texts. The first five are domain corpora, while the last one is more general:
• ChH -a set of patients records from a children hospital,
• Music -a part of the ART Corpus 1 related to music and its history, • HS -books and articles on the history of art, a part of the ART Corpus,
• Lit -literature papers from the ART Corpus,
• wikiE -a part of Polish Wikipedia with articles related to economy (http://zil.ipipan. waw.pl/plWikiEcono), • KS -journalistic books from the Polish National Corpus (NKJP) (http://clip.ipipan.
waw.pl/NationalCorpusOfPolish). The details about the size of each corpus and the number of recognized terms are given in Table 1 . We observed that although the total number of multi-word terms constitute about one third of all term occurrences, the number of different phrases is much higher than one half of all of them. Table 2 presents numbers of common multi-word nominal phrases which occurred in at least three corpora.
Term selection based on domain corpora
The lists of terms obtained by any ATR tool contain a large number of valid terminological expressions, but they also contain some out of domain, general and even improperly structured phrases. It had already been proposed to eliminate such terms using corpora-comparing log-likelihood (Rayson and Garside, 2000) , Contrastive Selection via Heads (Basili et al., 2001) and Term Frequency Inverse Term Frequency (TFITF) (Bonin et al., 2010) , but all these methods perform relatively well only when both corpora -domain and general -are voluminous enough. For specialized domains, we frequently do not have enough data to judge on the basis of one comparison. To make the decisions more reliable, we compare several (not necessary very big) corpora to gain the necessary information out of many comparisons. We analyze three different solutions to this problem and compare them on the same set of corpora.
I. Co-occurrence in multiple corpora The simplest approach for detecting general (or out-of-domain) terms could be identification of terms which occur in more than one terminology list. Although multiword terms do not occur very frequently, general phrases should occur in many different contexts i.e. their frequencies could be sufficiently high. To test this hypothesis we check multi-word phrases which occur in more than three out of six tested corpora. The problem with this approach is the fact that if we decide to stick to terms which occur in all but one corpora, we may identify a small group of phrases. As for the less frequent terms, we quickly get much less reliable candidates. The second issue is that we treat equally terms that occur very frequently and those which are very rare.
II, IIa C-value standard deviation based weighting In the second method we utilize information about the strength of a particular term within each corpora, i.e. its C-value. We normalize the C-value to have the same overall sum in all corpora and assign each term a weight depending on whether it is not present in a corpus (-1), has a C-value near 0 (0.5), below 1 (1), below a selected threshold equal to 8 (2) and above it (3). Then, we count the standard deviation between all weights and order terms according to their ascending value. The top terms are equally important (or unimportant) in all corpora. Terms which only have a high C-value on some of the term lists are moved towards the end of the final ranking. This method promotes terms which are important and their relative position from the top of the list is similar. In the modified version of the method, named IIa, we used log 10 of the C-values instead of the rigid weights (still -1 was assigned to non-present terms).
III Another method is based on the observation made in (Lopes et al., 2016) where it is suggested that terms that appear in the contrasting corpora should have been penalized proportionally to the number of their occurrences. Thus, the absolute frequency of the term in the domain corpus is divided by a geometric composition of its absolute frequency in each of the contrasting corpora. We adapted this idea to calculate a list of general terms ordered by a geometric composition of their C-values in all the corpora examined. The higher the coefficient C III , the lower the probability that the term is domain related.
II+III, IIa+III Second order methods. When analyzing the results obtained by all the above methods, we observed that the number of common terms on top of the lists computed by the II (IIa) and the III method are the smallest. Thus, we combined these two methods in one by means of linear combination of their normalized values. As the coefficients obtained by the methods are ordered in the opposite way, the equation looks as below, where α is a number between 0 and 1.
5 Term selection based on term contexts in a general corpus
We decided to compare the results obtained with the methods described in Section 4 to a method which judges the term generality on data obtained from a single (many domain or general) corpus. This method is based on the observation that domain terms usually occur together with other terms from the same domain so their contexts mainly consist of in-domain expressions/words together with the general ones. On the contrary, general terms and functional expressions can accompany expressions from many unrelated domains and, thus, they tend to have much more diverse contexts. To measure this diversity, we apply a clustering coefficient described in (Hamilton et al., 2016) to measure a word's contextual diversity and, thus, polysemy. In method IV, we ordered all terms according to the increasing diversity coefficient d(w). This coefficient measures the percentage of related context pairs within the set of pairs of contexts which are highly related to the analyzed term. A related pair of words is defined as a pair which has a non-zero Positive Pointwise Mutual Information (PPMI) value. A pair consists of two context words in the first case, and of a term and a context word in the latter.
> 0 and 0, otherwise}. The PPMI value represents the strength of correlation between two words. The larger is the number of common occurrences in a relation to all possible two word pairs, the stronger correlation.
The tested hypothesis was whether the increasing order of this coefficient, which is aimed at reflecting the decreasing polysemy factor, represents satisfactorily the difference between the general terms that can be used in very different contexts, thus gaining different meaning, and domain related terms which are less polysemous. As in principle, a general term could not have any highly related contexts, we suggest modifying the d(w) coefficient by replacing the nominator by the number of all possible context pairs (limiting the context only by the number of occurrences not by a non-zero PPMI). The modified d M coefficient is defined as follows:
To deal with small corpora, for which the original method is unable to judge many terms as they do not have any contexts classified as related, a variant of method IV is introduced. For such a case, we propose an additional step for selecting terms which are similar to the analyzed one. Similarity is defined here as the cosine similarity of the vectors from the word2vec model (Mikolov et al., 2013 ) trained on the corpus in which multi-word term occurrences were replaced by the concatenation of the term elements and thus were treated as singular model features. We trained the standard continuous bag-of-words model with the 5 word window and 200 features. Next, we combined all the contexts of a term with the contexts of all terms for which the similarity was greater than 0.44. We observed that, for multi-word terms, the similarity coefficient is generally lower than for one-word terms and that, in small corpus, the higher threshold provides very few similar terms. In Tables 3-5, we gave examples of similar multi-word terms calculated on the basis of the domain corpora described in Section 3. For the first two expressions, the method found helpful similar terms, while Table 5 rather contains terms unrelated to the considered one, i.e., dzieło stworzenia 'act of creation'.
In the next step, we used the same procedure as before, that is we counted the d(w) diversity coefficient for all contexts of similar terms clustered together. 
Evaluation
To evaluate our method we prepared two manually annotated lists. The first one, called COM, consists of 7151 terms which occur in at least three of the six selected corpora. Annotation was done by two annotators and then the third one resolved the conflicts to obtain the gold standard annotation (GS). The annotators introduced five labels representing non-terms, general-terms, domain-terms-used-generally, domain-terms, improper-phrases. At the evaluation stage as general-terms we treated the first three classes together. Table 6 includes the number of annotations of each type. The difficulty of the task and the lack of the strict guidelines is reflected in a relatively low Cohen's kappa-coefficient which is equal to 0.45. As the first test set contained a lot of phrases located very low on the ranked terminological lists, we also prepared the second test set (MFQ) to verify our context based method. This test set is based on the first 1000 terms from the terminological lists obtained separately for all corpora except the medical one. 2 The resulting 3250 terms were annotated by the same two annotators. To reduce the influence of the subjectivity of judgments (the kappa coefficient was 0.5), the final test set contains only 2341 terms which were annotated identically by both annotators. 964 terms are included in both test sets. As our results are ranked lists, we had to introduce a threshold indicating which part of the lists should be treated as general terms. For the first method, we selected terms which occur in at least 4 corpora; for the others, we treated 70% of the lists as general terms. This is roughly the most desirable partition as the COM test set contains a little more than 73% of general terms. Table 7 gives the number of common annotations made using the above methods and the threshold. For the evaluation of the IV method we performed the experiments in which we used two data sets and two lists of terms. The first (art) corpus consisted of four of the corpora described in section 3 (all except the hospital data set -ChH). It consists of about 845K tokens. The second data set ( (nkjp+art) is much larger, with 1.3G words from the complete NKJP -National Corpus of Polish Language (Przepiórkowski et al., 2012) added to the (art) corpus. The term list is the same list of 7151 terms described above. While counting the diversity coefficient d(w) we only selected contexts which were strings containing only lower case letters. We excluded named entities from this set. We also disregarded the most common words (e.g. prepositions and pronouns). For this purpose, we used the list of stop words from the Wikipedia page. As the PPMI value is biased towards low frequency phenomena, we took into account only pairs which occur in NKJP more than 5 times. GS 2970 3720 3717 3726  3187  4020  4762  I  -3818 3752 5229  4167  2791  2983  II  --6100 5722  6252  2285  3411  IIa  ---1888  6696  2364  3387  III  ----2301  3646  3394  IIa+III  -----2532  3413  IVart  ------3772 For all methods we counted how many terms annotated as general in the GS file were found in each part of the ranked lists. The results for every 500 element segments are shown in Figure 1 , while Figure  2 shows the overall precision by steps of 500 terms. Figures 1 and 2 show that the most methods do not differ much. The most stable results were achieved for IIa and the combination IIa+III. For the latter method we tested several values of α from 0.2 to 0.8 and the best results were obtained with α 0.4. The methods I and III are shown to be the least consistent. The method IV showed the quickest decrease of the percentage of the general terms for each five hundred positions, thus proving to be the most selective one.
In the second experiment, in which we check the contexts of the phrases, the results obtained for a small corpus containing four sets described in Section 3 (IV art ) turned out to be rather poor. The list of terms with non-zero related contexts was very short -it contained only 301 elements. The resulting precision was only 0.33. For this data set, the addition of similar terms (IV art add ) improved the results. In this approach we found relevant contexts for 948 terms with a precision equal to 0.64 for the first 500 elements and 0.5 for the entire set. For the big corpus, the results achieved by adding similar terms (IV nkjp+art add ) were slightly worse, as was expected. Table 8 summarizes the results and presents the precision obtained by all our methods for the first 500 elements and for the entire set (* indicates that the method did not process the entire COM list).
In the next set of experiments we tested more extensively different variants of the IV method which is based on contextual information. On two term test sets described above, apart form the basic version of the method, we tested the newly introduced d M coefficient and the non-uniform treatment of the context words. In a weighted d w schema we assigned smaller weights to context words which are more distant from the given term (in a 5 word window, the farthest word has weight equal to 0.2 while the closest neighbour has the weight of 1). We performed tests on the big nkjp+art corpus. The results shown in Table 9 confirm improvement in cases where the d M coefficient was used. The number of the general terms at the beginning of the list is higher and this proportion constantly decreases, which was not the case for the other methods. The non-uniform weighting of context words caused deterioration of results. Table 10 shows how many terms were filtered out from the top part of terms in the 5 domain corpora. We tested lists of, at most 1800, top general terms obtained by 9 methods separately. We tested only the top parts of all domain term lists consisting of 10K terms. It shows that method III is more efficient in eliminating phrases from the top of the term list than the other methods. Unfortunately, it concerns both types of terms: out-of-domain terms and false positive out-of-domain terms.
Conclusions
Differentiation between general terms and domain specific terms is a hard task. The methods proposed in this paper allows for preselecting sets of phrases containing more than seventy percent of general terms.
For the methods based on domain corpora, the most efficient and, at the same time, simple method relies on standard deviation for C-value coefficient. Such a set can help when preparing lists of concepts shared by several domains. However, its usage for the task of eliminating general terms from the terminological list obtained automatically is limited, as many of these candidates are located low on these lists. The method III seems to be the best for selecting highly located general terms but it needs further research. The method based on term contexts requires a large corpus for context recognition. The experiments performed on the small corpus gave rather poor results, but they were improved if contexts of similar terms were added. On lager corpus, this method gave much better results -the percentage of the general terms at the top of the ranked list was larger than average and larger than for all the other methods. The best variant of the method is based on the newly introduced d M coefficient which measures the relative number of highly inter-related contexts.
Using vector similarities to expand the number of contexts did not improve results on a large corpus. For future research, we plan to use word2vec model for extending the list of general terms by phrases close to those recognized in the data as we observed many similar general terms to be relatively well clustered by cosine similarity within a model using 200 vector dimensions.
